Fast and non-invasive detection of cellular stress is useful for fundamental research and practical applications in medicine and biology. Using Light Scattering Spectroscopy we extract information about changes in refractive index and size of the cellular organelles. Particle sizes down to 50nm in diameter can be detected using light within the spectral range of 450-850 nm. We monitor the heat-induced sub-cellular structural changes in human RPE cells and, for comparison, in transfected NIH-3T3 cells which express luciferase linked to the heat shock protein (HSP). Using inverse light scattering fitting algorithm, we reconstruct the size distribution of the sub-micron organelles from the light scattering spectrum. The most significant (up to 70%) and rapid (20sec) temperature-related changes can be linked to an increase of refractive index of the 160nm sized mitochondria. The start of this effect coincides with the onset of HSP expression. This technique provides an insight into metabolic processes within organelles larger than 50nm without exogenous staining and opens doors for non-invasive real-time assessment of cellular stress, which can be used for monitoring of retinal laser treatments like transpupillary thermo therapy or PDT.
INTRODUCTION
Transformations of the organelles under conditions of cellular stress are known very little because of their small sizes and low optical contrast. Multiphoton imaging techniques 1 can resolve subcellular structures but require staining to improve the contrast, which often affects cellular metabolism 2 . Electron microscopy provides high resolution but is incompatible with imaging of live cells. Recently, Light Scattering Spectroscopy (LSS) 3 was introduced for noninvasive sizing of organelles in large populations of cells 4 .
The metabolic responses of cells to various stress factors are of great interest to biology and medicine and have been extensively studied. One of the best known responses of cells to stress is the expression of heat shock proteins (HSP) 5 . The HSP expression after thermal stress is the metabolic reaction induced by misaggregation and denaturation of proteins, changes in membrane permeability and disruption of cytoskeletal components 6 . Initial expression of the heat shock factors (HSF) 7 regulates the HSP expression which peaks several hours after the thermal shock 8 . To the best of our knowledge, there is no non-invasive technique for detection or monitoring of cellular metabolism and associated changes in organelles occurring during and after cellular stress.
Cellular organelles and cell boundaries scatter light with angular and spectral characteristics dependent on the sizes and relative refractive indexes of the scattering particles. With LSS these parameters can be extracted from the scattering spectrum collected at well-defined angles 3, 4 . Information about sizes and density of the scattering particles obtained from the scattering spectra can be used for fast and non-invasive monitoring of the metabolic transformations in cells under stress 9 .
Using LSS we study the reaction of the retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells to thermal stress. Motivation for this study comes from the fact that melanosomes within the RPE cells strongly absorb light 10 and thus the RPE is the hottest layer of cells during laser treatments of the retina 11 . In retinal laser therapies involving prolonged heating, such as Transpupillary Thermal Therapy (TTT) 12 , the temperature rise in the retina strongly varies from patient to patient due to variation in pigmentation and blood perfusion. Strong differences in temperature result in large variability and poor predictability of the clinical outcomes.
In preliminary experiments 9 with mixtures of polystyrene beads we could show that LSS allows sizing down to 50nm with 10nm precision. Also the correct relative concentration ratio of a polystyrene bead mixture was determined.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Setup
A sketch of the setup is shown in Figure 1 . Light from a broadband halogen lamp was coupled into a 3mm fiber bundle. The fiber tip was imaged 1:1 through a 50% beamsplitter onto a sample illuminating approximately 10000 RPE cells within a 3 mm spot. The back-scattered (180 ± 5 deg.) light from the sample passing through the 50% beamsplitter was directed via an upright microscope (Leica, MZ16) into an optical multichannel analyzer (Ocean Optics, USB2000). A spectrum ranging from 350nm to 900nm and containing 2048 points was typically acquired during 2 seconds. The sample chamber was placed on a black light absorbing glass (OD5) with glycerin as an index matching material. To avoid specular reflections from the sample chamber, the whole sample mount was tilted off the optical axis by several degrees.
The sample mount was heated on one and cooled on the other side to produce a temperature gradient of about 10 o C over 5cm of distance across the sample. Temperature-time courses for different locations in the sample chamber were measured with a micro thermocouple. To measure cellular responses at different temperature courses within the sample the whole mount was moved under the stationary optical setup using a stepper motor. The scattering spectra were acquired every 10 seconds. The setup was controlled by LabView (National Instruments, 6.1) on PC.
Sample preparation and experiments
For detection of the thermal stress in cells the human RPE cell line ATCC and the NIH-3T3 cells were confluently grown on glass slides. The NIH-3T3 cells were transfected with a light-emitting luciferus gene linked to HSP 8 . The HSP expression from these cells can be detected by imaging (IVIS, Xenogen Corp., Alameda, CA, USA) the luminescence due to the luciferase activity. During the measurements the cells were covered with phosphate buffered solution to avoid light absorption within the colored cell medium, and the sample was covered with a cover slide. To study the reaction of organelles to thermal stress the sample slides were placed on a mount with a temperature gradient ranging from 40°C to 50°C. The mount was heated for 15 minutes and then cooled down to room temperature. The scattering spectra were measured in 5 locations on the slides corresponding to 5 different temperatures within this range. After the experiments all cells were alive as indicated by the live/dead calceinAM and edithium homodimer fluorescent assay 13 . To verify precision in assessment of the organelle sizes based on their scattering spectrum the light scattering spectrum of RPE cells was measured and the data were analyzed by the inverse light scattering fitting algorithm (see Sec. 2.3). To compare the extracted LSS based organelle size distribution a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) histological study was performed. For the TEM study RPE cells were grown on a mylar film. After fixation with 2.5% glutaraldeyhde / 1% paraformaldehyde, embedding in LX-112 and staining in uranyl acetate / lead citrate, the 200 nmthick sections were examined under a TEM. The distribution of sizes of different organelles in the TEM photographs were analyzed using the ImageJ software 14 .
Inverse light scattering fitting algorithm
In a single scattering approximation the scatterer size density distributions ) (D N were extracted from the measured scattering spectra using the following Mie theory-based approach. If incident light is scattered by the particles of various diameters D , the scattered light intensity can be expressed as an integral over all diameters:
where I 0 is the intensity of the incident wave, C is the apparatus constant of the system, 0 θ is the delivery/collection angle of the system, θ is the scattering angle which depends on the angles of incoming light . The light scattering spectra of particles smaller than 50 nm are featureless and the Mie theory approximates to a classical Rayleigh scattering 16 . The scatterer size density distribution ) (D N for sizes larger than 50nm can thus be extracted by fitting 17 the predictions of the model to the measured scattering spectrum. We have developed such automated inversion procedure, which extracts the size density histogram of the scatterers that best fit the measured light scattering spectrum 4 . The relative refractive index of sub-cellular organelles used for these calculations was n = 1.04 18 and for the polystyrene beads n = 1.20. The code is written in Fortran and runs reasonably fast (~10 seconds per spectrum) on a conventional PC (Pentium, 2GHz, Windows OS).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sizing of cellular organelles
To validate the LSS assessment of the sizes of cellular organelles, the light scattering spectrum of RPE cells was measured at 37°C (Figure 2A) , and the scatterer density histogram was extracted from this spectrum using the inverse light scattering algorithm (Sec. 2.3). This histogram was then compared to the size distribution extracted from a series of 200 nm-thick histological sections of these cells photographed on TEM ( Figure 2B ). To make the results of LSS comparable to the size distribution observed in histological sections, the scatterer density histogram was converted into a histogram representing a statistical distribution of cross-sections of organelles in the arbitrary oriented sections of 200nm in thickness ( Figure 2B) . Both, the LSS-based and the histology-based histograms have two distinct peaks at 140nm and 360nm. Conversion of the histograms corresponding to 3-dimentional particles into the distribution of diameters in the 2-dimentional slices resulted in a slight shift of their maxima: the actual sizes of the organelles have slightly bigger mean diameters: 160nm and 385nm. The smaller size peak appears to be the cross-sectional diameter of mitochondria and the bigger particles represent such organelles as multivesicular granules, membrane-bound granules and dense granules.
Good correspondence of the organelle size distribution extracted from the light scattering spectrum to the results of the TEM study shown in Figure 2B demonstrates precision of our inverse light scattering algorithm. For cellular organelles, which are generally are not spherical, the agreement of the extracted scatterer density histogram with the TEM analysis supports the validity of the spherical approximation for this type of scatterers.
Optical detection of cellular stress
In experiments with cells the spectral changes appeared within one minute after the onset of heating. The heat-induced changes in the scattering spectra ( Figure 3A) were more pronounced in the long wavelength region. The scatterer density histograms ( Figure 3B ) extracted from the measured spectra (shown in Figure 3A ) demonstrate that the scattering density of the 160nm mitochondria increased very significantly (up to 50%) and the distribution slightly shifts (up to 15nm) towards the bigger sizes. The second peak at 385nm does not change significantly. The scatterer density in the histogram represents a product of the (n-1) 2 (where n is a relative refractive index of the particle) and the number of particles 4 , thus an increase in the scatterer density reflects the increase in the refractive index of the organelle. The size histogram of the RPE organelles extracted from the scattering spectrum and the histogram measured in histological sections using TEM. The scatterer density represents a product of (n-1) 2 and the number of organelles (n is the relative refractive index). The 140nm peak in the histogram corresponds to the width of mitochondria. The second (360nm) peak corresponds to multivesicular bodies, membrane bound granules and dense granules. Figure 4A shows the time course of the maximum scattering density for different temperatures. It starts increasing at 42.5°C and shows a much stronger response at 45.0°C. The onset of this effect is earlier and stronger at higher temperatures. However, for the highest temperature of 50°C the scattering density increase is smaller than at 47.5°C, which probably indicates that metabolic response decreases at these high temperatures. Starting at temperatures of 47.5°C, the density peak shifts up to 15nm towards bigger sizes ( Figure 4B ) and the width of the distribution increases (not shown). Both of these effects become most pronounced at the highest temperature of 50.0°C. All cells were still viable after the heating as proved by the live/dead fluorescent assay To confirm our findings regarding metabolic response of organelles at different temperatures we studied expression of the heat shock protein (HSP) in the NIH-3T3 cells under the same experimental conditions. The extracted scatterer density histograms of the NIH-3T3 cells were similar to the histograms obtained with the RPE cells (shown in Figure  2B ). Figure 5A shows the temporal course of the scattering density at the 160nm position of the peak. The time course of the actual temperature on a sample in a position corresponding to the maximal temperature of 45°C is shown with a red dashed line. As one can see in Figure 5A , significant increase in the scatterer density starts at 41°C and intensifies at higher temperatures. The cellular response is delayed with respect to the onset of heating, and this delay decreases at higher temperatures. Figure 5B shows the expression of HSP on the sample slide 6 hours after heating, which was measured by light emission induced by the luciferase linked to HSP. Peak of the HSP expression was observed at 43°C, which is in a good agreement with the previously published data 8 . No size shift of the maximum scattering density or broadening of the distribution was found with NIH-3T3 cells.
CONCLUSION
This study demonstrates that LSS can be successfully used for rapid and non-invasive monitoring of the early subcellular transformations in living cells under thermal stress. The light scattering properties of cells are known to change during cell proliferation 19 , apoptosis 20 , toxic stress 21, 22 and osmotic shock 23 . With LSS, the subcellular origin and the specific organelles associated with these effects can now be identified and monitored in real time. This technique can be applied to organelles with dimensions down to 50 nm, and opens doors to quantitative real-time assessment of the organelle reactions to various types of cellular stress without exogenous staining or labeling.
As LSS is a pure optical technique it can be used for non-invasive monitoring of therapies. Future work will show if LSS will allow for monitoring the subthreshold laser lesions during retinal treatments with TTT or PDT. 
